Fates and Furies
* A Novel, by Lauren Groff
  (Riverhead, 9781594634475, $27.95)
  “Fates and Furies is an engrossing and complex novel about a seemingly perfect marriage of beautiful people, told in two parts. The first is a gentle introduction to Lotto and Mathilde, their marriage, and their friends and family; the second, a violent storm to wash away all you thought you knew. Groff crafts amazing, shocking sentences and brilliantly reveals the lies and deceit hiding behind the perfect façade. It’s a book you will finish too quickly and then want to tell your friends about. Very highly recommended.” — Tarah Jennings, Mitzi’s Books, Rapid City, SD

City on Fire
* A Novel, by Garth Risk Hallberg
  (Knopf, 9780385339379, $30)
  Recommended by Melinda Powers, Bookshop Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA

Don’t Suck, Don’t Die
* Giving Up Vic Chesnutt, by Kristin Hersh
  (University of Texas Press, 9780292759473, $22.95)
  Recommended by Donovan Swift, Inkwood Books, Tampa, FL

God’s Kingdom
* A Novel, by Howard Frank Mosher
  (St. Martin’s Press, 9781250069481, $25.99)
  Recommended by Darwin Ellis, Books on the Common, Ridgefield, CT

The Secret Chord
* A Novel, by Geraldine Brooks
  (Viking, 9780670025770, $27.95)
  Recommended by Cindy Pauldine, the river’s end bookstore, Oswego, NY

Gold Fame Citrus
* A Novel, by Claire Vaye Watkins
  (Riverhead, 9781594634239, $27.95)
  Recommended by Emily Ballaine, Green Apple Books on the Park, San Francisco, CA

Quicksand
* A Novel, by Steve Toltz
  (Simon & Schuster, 9781476797823, $26)
  Recommended by Christopher Phipps, DIESEL: A Bookstore, Oakland, CA

Bats of the Republic
* An Illuminated Novel, by Zachary Thomas Dodson
  (Doubleday, 9780385539838, $27.95)
  Recommended by Javier Ramirez, The Book Table, Oak Park, IL

Big Magic
* Creative Living Beyond Fear, by Elizabeth Gilbert
  (Riverhead, 9781594634710, $24.95)
  Recommended by Tamara Michelson, Inklings Bookshop, Yakima, WA

The Art of Memoir
* by Mary Karr
  (Harper, 9780062223067, $24.99)
  Recommended by Susan Posch, The Book Shoppe, Boone, IA

Undermajordomo Minor
* A Novel, by Patrick deWitt
  (Ecco, 9780062281203, $26.99)
  Recommended by Dana Schulz, Snowbound Books, Marquette, MI

Furiously Happy
* A Novel, by Jenny Lawson
  (Flatiron Books, 9781250077004, $26.99)
  Recommended by Marita Rivir, Joseph-Beth Booksellers, Cincinnati, OH

Pretty Girls
* A Novel, by Karin Slaughter
  (William Morrow, 9780062429056, $27.99)
  Recommended by Nancy McFarlane, Fiction Addiction, Greenville, SC

A Line of Blood
* A Novel, by Ben McPherson
  (William Morrow, 9780062406101, $25.99)
  Recommended by Linda Schaefer, The Learned Owl Book Shop, Hudson, OH

Me, My Hair, and I
* Twenty-Seven Women Untangle an Obsession,
  Elizabeth Benedict, Ed.
  (Algonquin, 9781616204112, trade paper, $16.95)
  Recommended by Rona Brinlee, The BookMark, Neptune Beach, FL

Twain’s End
* A Novel, by Lynn Cullen
  (Gallery Books, 9781476758961, $26)
  Recommended by Becky Milner, Vintage Books, Vancouver, WA

The Tsar of Love and Techno
* Stories, by Anthony Marra
  (Hogarth, 9780770436438, $25)
  Recommended by Cody Morrison, Square Books, Oxford, MS

Mothers, Tell Your Daughters
* Stories, by Bonnie Jo Campbell
  (W.W. Norton, 9780393248456, $25.95)
  Recommended by Linda Schaefer, The Learned Owl Book Shop, Hudson, OH

A Slanting of the Sun
* Stories, by Donal Ryan
  (Steerforth Press, 9781586422356, trade paper, $15)
  Recommended by Raul Chapa, BookPeople, Austin, TX

The Gilded Life of Matilda Duplaine
* A Novel, by Alex Brunkhorst
  (MIRA, 9780778317531, $26.99)
  Recommended by Lori-Jo Scott, Island Bookstore, Kitty Hawk, NC

Indie Next List titles are available as Kobo e-Books at participating bookstores.
Find more independent bookseller recommendations at IndieBound.org.
Announcing IndieBound Hardcover Books Now in Paperback

**The Bishop’s Wife**
A Novel, by Mette Ivie Harrison
Soho Crime
9781616956189, $15.95
Recommended in hardcover by Patricia Worth,
River Reader, Lexington, MO

**First Impressions**
A Novel, by Charlie Lovett
Penguin Books
9780143127727, $16
Recommended in hardcover by William Carl,
Wellesley Books, Wellesley, MA

**Jerry Lee Lewis**
His Own Story, by Rick Bragg
Harper Paperbacks
9780062079247, $16.99
Recommended in hardcover by Bill Cusumano,
Square Books, Oxford, MS

**The Laughing Monsters**
A Novel, by Denis Johnson
Picador
9781250074911, $16
Recommended in hardcover by Rico Langa,
Bookshop Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA

**Lila**
A Novel, by Marilynne Robinson
Picador
9781250074843, $16
Recommended in hardcover by Matthew Lage,
Iowa Book, Iowa City, IA

**Man V. Nature**
Stories, by Diane Cook
Harper Perennial
9780062333117, $14.99
Recommended in hardcover by Arsen Kashkashian,
Boulder Bookstore, Boulder, CO

**Night Blindness**
A Novel, by Susan Strecker
St. Martin’s Griffin
9781250042842, $15.99
Recommended in hardcover by Nancy McFarlane,
Fiction Addiction, Greenville, SC

**On Immunity**
An Inoculation, by Eula Biss
Graywolf Press
9781555977207, $16
Recommended in hardcover by Brooke Alexander,
Brazos Bookstore, Houston, TX

**Penelope Fitzgerald**
A Life, by Hermione Lee
Vintage
9780804170499, $17.95
Recommended in hardcover by Kathy Ashton,
The King’s English Bookshop,
Salt Lake City, UT

**Vanessa and Her Sister**
A Novel, by Priya Parmar
Ballantine Books
9780804176392, $16
Recommended in hardcover by Staci Rice,
Bluebird Books, Hutchinson, KS

**We Are Pirates**
A Novel, by Daniel Handler
Bloomsbury
9781608199776, $16
Recommended in hardcover by Cody Morrison,
Square Books, Oxford, MS

**Wildalone**
A Novel, by Krassi Zourkova
William Morrow Paperbacks
9780062328038, $14.99
Recommended in hardcover by Karen Briggs,
Great Northern Books & Hobbies, Oscoda, MI

Visit your indie bookstore, first.

#indiesfirst